Abstract-~his paper is concerned with building reduced interpreted Petri net (IPN) modeis of diirete event systems (DES). It introduces two results. The first one is a new modelling methodology and the second one is the definition of transformation matrices used to obtain equivalent IPX. The modelling methodology ia based on building binary IPN for the aystem &ate variables and deriving a global model uing the synchronic and the novel permissive compositions. One advantage of thii approach is that the combiiatorial tuning phaae, used by other methodologies is no longer needed. On the otber hand, the transformation matrices are used to obtain reduced IPN versiona of tbe binary IPN obtained with our rnadelling methodology. The reduced IPN are no longer binary and have a leas number of nodes. S i c e the reachability graph of a reduced I P N is the same that the original net and alsu the input/output behavior are identicai, comequenteiy ail pmperties of a reduced IPN are the same than the original net; this fact is shown regardiig the obemability property. @ 2M)5 Eleevier Ltd. Al1 rights reserved.
propertíes in the global model. Therefore, the rules given in those works determine the relationships that are aiiowed to exíst among the system components. Works 14-71 propose modelling methodologies devoted to obtain h e , bounded and cyclic PN models. These techníqucs are used during the system design, where well behaved systerns must be built.
However, when the system is already built, the relationships among the components are determined by the systern itself. Thus, previous modeiling approaches must be extended to address this case.
For instante, in the supervisory control theory [&lo] , a model of the system is built using FA following a bottom up approach. In this methodology, every cornponent of the DES is separately modelled, afterwards these models are merged into a single FA using the synchronic product. Finally, a simplification (tuning) stage that eliminates nonfeasible trajectories, is performed on the global model. Although this technique lea& to valid models, when the system exhibits concurrent behavior, the size of the models makes the tuning stage prohibitive, because it is based on the exhaustive analysis of system the trajectories.
In order to overcome the state explosion problem inherent to FA models, several research groups adopted PN as modelling formalism. I n [ll] the methodologies based on FA for describing the behavior of an existing DES, are extended to PN. Using that modelling methodology compact models of existing DES can be buiit. However, that methodology inhents the tuning stage that is based on the enurneration of system trajectories.
In this paper, a modelling methodology devoted to obtain a description of an existing bounded DES, which no longer requires the tuning stage is presented. The methodology is bottorn-up. In the ñrst step, the interesting variables, caiied state variables, of the components of the system are modelled by binary PN modules. The resulting modules are merged with each other through two basic operators: the synchroníc and permissive compositions. The obtained rnodel describes clearly the components of the system; thie is a key feature for the study of dynamic properties of the system such a s observability [12, 13] , and for integrating the models representing c o n t r o h g devices. Additionally, transformation matrices (TM) are presented; they are u s d to derive, from an IPN, an equivalent model with a less niimber of places. The reachability graph and the input/output behavior of both, the IPN and the equivalent model are the same. Because of that, the IPN and the equivalent model exhibit the same properties; this is shown for the observability property.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the basic notions and notation of IPN and preliminary definitions used through this paper. Section 3 introduces the modelling methodology of DES. Section 4 includes the transformation technique that complements the proposed modeiiing methodology. Finally, in Section 5 it is shown that observability is invariant iinder this transformation technique.
INTERPRETED PETRI NETS
This section presents the basic concepts and notation of PN and introduces the definition of IPN used in this work. A good PN survey is presented in 1141, and for details about marked graphs, state machines and h e choice PN, an interested reader can consult [E]; also in 1161, a fine s w e y of modelling methodologies is presented. DEFINITION 1. A PetPi net structure G js a bipartite digraph represented by the Ctuple G = (P, T , 1, O), where P = {pi,pa,. . . , p,,) is a finite set of vertices called places, T = {ti, tz, . . . , t,) is a finite set of vertices called transitions, I : P x T -+ Z+ is a fúnctioo representjng the weighted arcs going from pleces to transitions, and O : P x T -+ Z+ is a function reprmenting the weighted ares going from transitjons to places. Zf is the set of nonnegative integers.
Usually *tj denotes the aet of al1 places pi, such that I(pi, tj) # O and tj* the set of all placa pi, such that O(pi,tj) # O. Analogously, *pi denotes the set of ail transitions tj, such that In a PN system, a transition ti is enabled at marking Mk if Vpi E P,Mc(p,) 2 I(pi,tj); an enabled transition t j can be fired reaching a new marking Mk+* which can be computed as where vk(j) = 1 and v k ( i ) = O for i # j. Equation (1) is caiied the PN state equation. The reachability set of a PN is the set of ali possible reachable mnrking from M. firing only enabled transitions; this set is denoted by WG, Mo). Now, interpreted Petri neta (IPN) [17, 18] , the extension to PN used in this work as modeliing formalism, is presented. This extension dows to associate input and output alphabets to PN models. We s h d use a simple example to iilustrate some of the concepts introduced hereafter.
An interpwted Petri net (IPN) is the Ctuple Q = (N, C, X,q) where: N = (G, Mo) is a PN system. C = {al, az, . . . , a,} is the input alphabet of the net, where ai is an input symbol. Table 1 .
REMARKS.
1. In this work (Q, Mo) wiii be used instead of Q = (N, E, A, cp) to emphasize the fact that there is an initial marking in an IPN. 2. This work focuses on the case whcn function Q is a q x a matrix, where q is the number of auailable output signals in the DES and a is the number of places in the model (G, Mo). 
where C and u k are deñned as in PN and yk E Z q is the output of the IPN at the instant k th . The following concept is useful to establish that even when the precise location or state of the entities (resources, machina, buffer capacitiea, etc.) t hat constitute the DES may be unknown, in most of the cases, the amount of those entities is known. This concept is analogous to that of 'hiacro-markingsn used in [13] . DEFINITION 14. Let Q be an IPN structure and M&) be any rnarking of a place pj in Q. The set of equations CML -{& 3 c j . M ( p j ) = ki ) i E 11,. . . , S], z$ E Z+) where V z ; # O it holds that k ; / x ; is an integm vítliie, form a set of conseruative marking laws (CML) when al1 placesp,, such that, cp(. , n) = O or su& that there exkts a p,, such that p, # p, and p(., m) = p(., n),
DEFINITION
A CML is said to be a binay CML (BCML) if it holds that Vxj E {O, 1) and V ki = l. EXAMPLE 15. For the net in Figure 1 of Example 3, the following CML can be derived:
Hereafter M . will denote the set of all possible initial markings fuiñlling the stated CML, i.e., M0 E M0 rneans that any marking M E R(&, Mo) fulñiis the CML constraints.
A h , (Q,Mo) wiii denote an IPN where M0 E &; M0 could be, however, unknown. M t will be uscd when the CML is binary. 
DES MODELLING
This section is concerned with the representation of bounded DES using binary IPN. It introduces a novel methodology based on the identification of the components of the DES and the relationships among thern. The main characteristics of this approach is that the behavior of a component is described by some numerable variables represented as binary state machina cdled modules, and the entire model is obtaíned applying two module composition operators: the synchronic and permissive compositions.
Building PN Modules
The modeliing methodology builds a PN model (module) for a system variable that must be modeled. In order to build these modules, the foiiowings steps m u~t be observed. ALGORITHM 16. BIJILDING-PN. 1 . System Components. The system components must be identxed and named. Afteiwards, a finite set SYSTEM-COMPONENTS = {sci7 scz, . . . , sc,) of these names must be created. A system component could be a valve, a motor, a system resource, etc. Up to now, imlated P N modules G" h r each state variable sv; have been built. Notice that these modela are state machines. In the next subsection, two operations to mmpose these PN modules are presented.
Composition of P N Modules
The composition of PN modules corresponding to state variables is made through the following two basic operators: the synchro~c and permissive compositions. Synchronic composition is used to establish a relation arnong two or more modules containing transitions representing the same event; this composition merges two or more transitions into a single one when they have the m e physical mcaning. 
and f lA means the function f restricted to the set A.
Fkom previous deñnition it foilows imrnediately that synchronic composition is commutative and associative. Clearly, the permissive wmposition is both associative and commutative. The module composition is carried out as follows. First the transitions and places of the previous built modules are labeled. Both transition and place labels are representing system activities. Afterwards, transitions ti representing the same activities are merged into a single one, because this wtivity occurs at the same time for al1 state variables. Also a self-loop is placed around placcs pj and transitions tk representing the same activities, because placa pi must be marked in order to iice transitions tr, (i.e., places pj d o w the firing of transition tr, without changing its marking value).
ALGORITHM 20. P N MODULECOMPOSITION.
1. Labellzng Modules. For each PN module q , the functions t ~a b j and p~a b i must be defined. These functions are arbitrary defined for each module; t l a b j , however, must bc injective. The labelling process associates a physical meaning to PN nodes.
If a transition has a physical meaning that is tuned by the occurrence of other variables in the system, then this transition must be replicated as many times as its physical meaning is tuned and each instance of the transition must have a different label to preserve the injectiveness. For instance, if a machine is unioaded by robot 1 or robot 2, then the transition representing the unioading action must be duplicated in the machine module.
The set of labels of a place p,,, of m, must contain the label of a transition t, of ! DI : if the occurrence of the event represented by t, requires the value of sv: to be equal to the d u e represented by the place p,.
Module Composition.
Obtain the synchronic composition rUlsC of al1 modules m ;
. and then apply the permissive composition to rtltec with itself to obtain (G, Mo). 3 . Output. The output of this algorithm is a labelled P N (G, Mo) representing the behavior of the DES. Then the methodology t o obtain an IPN model consist in applying algorithm Building-PN, afterwards algorithm PN Module-composition and finally algorithm IPN building. This methodology is illustrated through a case of study in the next subaection.
Methodology Application
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION. Consider the manufacturing cell depicted in Figure 2 . This cell is composed of an inspecting device, a worksite, and a robotic arrn. An externa1 agent places products at the worksite where the inspecting device determines if the product is accepted or rejected. If a product is accepted, then the robotic arm transfers it from the worksite to a product storage.
Rejected products are picked by the robotic arm and disposed into the scrap bjn. The robotic arrn cannot move from the product storage to the scrap bin unlms it goes to the worksite k s t and vice versa. APPLYING ALGORITHM PN Module composition. The transition ts (representing that the grip per picks a product) needs to be duplicated i n tk and tg, since the gnpper picks products that may be either, accepted or rejected. We give the same label to aü the transitions representing the removal of an accepted product and ail those repraenting the removal of a rejscted one (h., tLab(t2t) = tLab(ti3) = t Lah(tin),t Lab(t4,) = t Lab(t12) = t Lab(tl,)). Also the transitions related to the same decision of the inspecting device on the product are given the same label (t Lab(t1o) = t Lab(t 15), t Lab(t11) = tLab(tle)). Since té is associated with the picking of an accepted product and pla represents that there is an accepted product on the worksite, pLab(p1~) = {tLab(tk)}. Analogously, pLab(pl4) = {t Lab(t{)}. The robot must be on the worksite to pick a product, either accepted or rejected, therefore pLab(p2) = {t Lab(tk), t Lab(t{)). Since the inspecting process occurs when a product i s held a t thc worksite, pLab(plz) = (tLab(ty)}. APPLYING ALGORITHM IPN def inition. Assuming that input symbols "bi" , "mwsn , LLmps", "msb", "oc", and "cc" mean begi~inspection, move-carmto-worksite, move-amto-stomge, move -amto-bin, opmgripper, and closegipper, respectively; then X(t9) = bi,X(tl) = X(t3) = mws, X(t2) = X(t2.13.18) = m b , X(tJ = X(t4,12,17) = mps, X(t5) = X(t7) = oc, and A(%) X(tS) = X(t8) = cc. Nuli input signals are associated to the remaining transitions (X(t11~,15) = X(t11,16) = X(tI4) = E ) . Signds 'hp", 'ypn, "pa", "p?' , "~p s '~, "rsb", "cap" and "ch" are ernitted whenever a product is at the worksite, the d a t e of ID is impecting, accept, *ect, the state of RP is aLproduct_storage, at-scmpPbin, and the state of RC is open and holding, respectively. Thus, the places pl, m, f a , pg, pe, pe: and plo have cii&rent output signals associated, and p n , pis, and p14 have t.he same signai. Then (F is given as the 8 x 14 matrix The i P N obtained applying this algorithm is given in Figure 4 , the places that have no output signals essociated are depicted as dark circles, those that have different output signals are represented as clear circles and those with the same output signal as dashed circles. Similarly, transitions that have an input symbol associated are depicted as clear bars and those without an input symbois are dark.
MODEL TRANSFORMATION
The modules obtained with the algorithm Building-PN detined in previous section are binary and ordinary state machine PN. This fact could lead t o large PN models. To overcome thia problem a transformation technique, used to reduce the model size, is proposed in this section.
It is based in deriving new PN from the binary model, where the marking is no longer binary and the arcs are weighted. However, both models, the original and the reduced, have equivalent (isomorphic) reachability graphs.
For instante, in Figure 5 an IPN module A and a reduce net B are depicted and they have the same reachability graph, although the nodes are renamed.
The following table shows rnarkings of the net A and their equivalent markings of the net B. In this case, we say that markings of net A are coded as markings of the net B.
Notice that any marking of net A enables just one transition, thus markings of the net B must enable just one transition, i.e. they cannot be bitwise comparable (for any pair of markings M;, Mj belonging to the reachabiity graph of the net B, it does not hold that V k, M i ( p k ) > M j @ k ) ) .
This fa& eliminates the possibility that marking M, enables the same transitions that the marking M, does.
This reasoning leads to the following fact. Since the markings of an IPN module are elementary vectors, then the function transforming these markings into a mded ones can be represented by a matrix. This rnatrix can be obtained using classical results of linear algebra for linear tranvformations ( T ( M t ) = M : , where M e is a marking in the net A and M : is the respective marking of net B). In this case, this matrix, herein named I , is composed by the coding marking vectors of net B, Le.,
Notice that the addition of the colurnns elements of previous matrix is constant (equal to 2 i n ali the three columns) and these columns are di£€erent bom each other. This fact guaranties that markings in the net B are not comparable with each other, elirninating the possibiliv that two markings enable the same transitions. Morcovcr, these transformation matrices can be used [l llT to derive thc structure of a reduced net. All these concepta are formalized in the following definitions. Also, any marking in the reachability graph of M : has a unique marking in the reachability graph of Mi. This can be proved in a similar way.
Since the reachability graphs of both neta are equivalent, then mi is a codification of m , . 
PROOF.
Note that the places of (Q, Mo) is the union of the places of the modules. Then, by a similar reasoning t,o that applied in previous proposition: this new matrix is a code transformation matrix.
The more interesting codications are those with a lower number of places. In order to obtain this kind of codifications, it is enough to select a code transformation matrix FT with less rows than the number of places of T..
Module Transformation Application
In order to iiiustrate the transformation technique herein proposed, code transformation m& trices w i l l be applied to the PN modules depicted in Figure 3 . 
OBSERVABILITY IN IPN MODELS
In this section, it is shown that observability is invariant under the transformation technique given above. The observab'llity deals with the possibity of finding out the initial112) (and current marking [13] ) of m IPN. The IPN marking is computed using the input and output syrnbols, as well es the IPN structure. An importmt constraint is that the computation of thoae markings must be carried out in a finite number of transition Tirings of the IPN. The next dehition captures all theses aspects of observability. The following theurem characterízes observable IPN i n terms of the marking scquence sets. Using previous definition the following result can be established. 
CONCLUSIONS
The p r o p d methodology provides the necessary steps to build a binary IPN model of a bounded DES. The main characteristics of this methodology are: (a) it is a bottom-up methodology weii adapted to model an existing system, (b) it captures those variables that are relevant of each of the system components (could be more than one), (c) it establishes the range (set of possibie values) of each variable, and (d) it uses the synchronic and the permkive composition to obtain a global IPN.
Using this approach, the system can be modeled in a compact way and the tuning phase needed by other approaches is avoided, making easy the use of the methodology.
The redudion technique, supported by CTM, aiiows to obtain more compact equivalent models of DES from the binary IPN. Such reduced models exhibit the same behavior and properties.
Current research de& with the extension of the modeiing metliodologies to the unbounded case and the determination of the properties (iiveness, boundednnes, observability, wntroiiability, etc.) of the global model from the IPN modules. Moreover, partid compositions of IPN modules is being used to synthesise decentralized mntrd policies.
